1. Background {#sec0005}
=============

In 1904, psychologist Stanley G. Hall first characterized adolescence as a time of "storm and strife," effectively laying the foundation for the popular conception of this period that persists to this day ([@bib0170]). Scores of popular books and movies depict teenagers as emotional, volatile, highly influenced by their social circle, and prone to risky behavior and poor decision-making. In contrast to this image, most researchers who study adolescence reject the notion that adolescence is a fundamentally tumultuous time, highlighting both strengths and difficulties during this developmental stage. From this line of research, new knowledge continues to emerge about the similarities and differences between adolescents and the adults that they ultimately become.

A core idea underlying the notion of "storm and strife" is that adolescents experience mood disruptions in daily life that differ from adults, particularly with regards to strong and volatile emotional experiences ([@bib0015]). This is perhaps one of the most ubiquitously noted characteristics of adolescence and is a challenge to many parents and teachers. Furthermore, adolescence is a period of vulnerability for the initial onset of numerous mental illnesses, particularly illnesses that have emotion dysregulation as a core feature ([@bib0195]). The societal cost of mental illnesses is significant ([@bib0255]); therefore, research exploring adolescent emotion processing a vital and urgent priority. Despite the clear importance of understanding emotions and emotion regulation during this developmental stage, the nature of emotional changes during adolescence, particularly in terms of underlying biological mechanisms, remains poorly understood. We conducted a systematic review of neuroimaging research on emotion in the adolescent brain and sought to better characterize: (1) what components of emotion processing have been found to differ during adolescence from other developmental stages; (2) what trajectories of change have been theorized and empirically tested; (3) what questions remain unaddressed; and (4) what might be promising directions for future research.

1.1. Delineating emotional processes {#sec0010}
------------------------------------

In adolescent neuroimaging research, a multitude of experimental paradigms have been used to examine emotional reactivity and regulation. In trying to develop a cohesive picture of the state of this literature, it is clear that using a theoretical framework to integrate these disparate experimental approaches is an important first step.

Theoretical frameworks of emotion that delineate discrete emotional processes, range widely from theories positing that each emotion is a distinct state, elicited by discrete triggers, and manifested in unique biological and behavioral responses ([@bib0045], [@bib0220]) to theories that consider emotions to be wholly social and cultural constructions that do not innately exist but are rather the product of ongoing socialization ([@bib0240]; for reviews of theoretical perspectives on emotion processing, see [@bib0080] and [@bib0155]). However, the application of these types of theories to adolescent development, particularly as the conceptual basis for neuroimaging studies, has remained limited. [@bib0160] propose an intermediate model of emotion processing, whereby: (1) individuals are placed in a given situation; (2) attention is directed to a particular stimulus; (3) they appraise, or interpret the emotional meaning of the stimulus; and (4) they engage in a response. Of all the theoretical models of emotion regulation that have been proposed, this framework is particularly helpful for contextualizing experimental studies of emotion regulation in adolescence (and more generally) because it clearly implicates several points at which emotion regulation can occur: situation selection, situation modification, attentional deployment, reappraisal/cognitive change, and response modification. Furthermore, these delineated steps can be translated into different types of experimental (particularly neuroimaging) paradigms (e.g., those that manipulate attention to emotion, those that involve a cognitive strategy to change an emotional reaction).

In the present review, the experimental methodologies used in each study are parsed into different components of emotion regulation as defined in the [@bib0160] model. Specifically, as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}, we examine emotional reactivity (unregulated emotional experience) as well as emotion regulation through attentional deployment and cognitive change strategies. This delineation allows for comparisons across the diverse experimental methodologies that have been used in the field by highlighting groups of studies that are tapping common underlying emotional demands. Throughout this review, we use "emotion processing" as a general term to refer to the processes of both emotional reactivity and emotion regulation, as both are foci of this review. By mapping experimental paradigms onto a relevant theoretical model, we hope to begin parsing the complex neuroimaging literature on adolescent emotion.Fig. 1Depiction of paradigm types delineated within this review.Fig. 1

1.2. Delineating models of change {#sec0015}
---------------------------------

Another dimension to examine in the disparate studies within this body of literature is method of analysis used to assess change over time and change trajectories. A model proposed by [@bib0070] is helpful for defining different types of linear and non-linear change trajectories. In this framework, *adolescent nonspecific* changes are those that begin in childhood and continue to develop at a steady, linear pace through adolescence. *Adolescent emergent* processes are those that develop from childhood to adolescence and then remain largely stable into adulthood. Finally, *adolescent specific* changes are those that emerge uniquely during adolescence, but are not present in either child- or adulthood.

The primary analytic approaches used in the reviewed studies involved testing between-group differences or linear changes associated with age. Furthermore, some of the studies reviewed, captured only a segment of the developmental trajectory (e.g., children and adolescents, but not adults). Thus, most of the analytic methods in the reviewed studies do not perfectly map onto these theorized change trajectories. For example, a between-group difference between children and adolescents could be consistent with *either* an adolescent nonspecific or adolescent emergent process since the adult end of the trajectory was not tested. Structural studies of the developing brain indicate that brain growth is complex and non-linear ([@bib0140], [@bib0150]). Thus, the analytic decisions made in a given study (e.g., testing only for linear changes from child- to adulthood) could have a substantial impact on the study's reported results.

1.3. Delineating key brain regions {#sec0020}
----------------------------------

A final unifying dimension across the studies reviewed is brain regions of interest. Studies of functional brain activity during emotion processing in adolescence have focused on three primary regions: (1) the amygdala; (2) the medial prefrontal cortex and adjacent anterior cingulate cortex; and (3) the lateral prefrontal cortex. The amygdala was an early focus of studies on adolescent emotion processing ([@bib0020]), primarily because of its strong response to fear-inducing stimuli ([@bib0220]). The amygdala has also been linked to the rapid processing of both positively and negatively valenced stimuli (for a review, see [@bib0455]), making its role in emotion processing potentially more complex. The medial prefrontal cortex and the anterior cingulate cortex also have been foci of adolescent emotion studies because of their links to the appraisal, expression, and regulation of emotions ([@bib0095], [@bib0120]), processes that appear challenging during the adolescent period. Finally, the lateral prefrontal cortex, is thought to subserve cognitive functions such as working memory, attention, and response inhibition that may be engaged during the active, conscious regulation of emotion ([@bib0190], [@bib0275], [@bib0295]).

Focusing primarily on these regions, structural and functional imaging studies initially indicated that the development of emotionally reactive responses in subcortical regions preceded development of inhibitory and regulating regions such as the prefrontal cortex ([@bib0065]), effectively creating an emotional neural "imbalance." This notion of neural imbalance fit well with the perception that adolescents experience strong emotions that they are not yet equipped to control and was strongly emphasized in the popular press (e.g., [@bib0110]). However, further research has produced variable results in support of this theory, indicating that the nature of emotional differences between adolescents and adults may be more nuanced ([@bib0060], [@bib0300]). In this review, we focus primarily on results across the reviewed studies in these three key regions.

1.4. Goals of current review {#sec0025}
----------------------------

Towards the goal of further characterizing emotional changes during adolescence, this review examines basic emotion processing studies (i.e., reactivity and regulation) using functional neuroimaging paradigms. To highlight changes across development, not just a snapshot of this developmental period, we only include studies that draw direct comparisons between adolescents and other age groups and/or evaluate age as a predictor of neural activity.

Additionally, as described above, results of the reviewed studies are presented in terms of three unifying dimensions − emotion processing demands, analytic approach/change trajectory, and brain region of interest. No previous reviews have systematically parsed this body of literature in these ways.

We additionally explore the role of gender and pubertal timing. Structural brain differences between boys and girls ([@bib0100], [@bib0115]) as well as differences in brain development linked to changes in pubertal hormones ([@bib0025], [@bib0145], [@bib0215], [@bib0250]) have been identified in the literature.

Finally, we examine results from the smaller number of studies that employed functional connectivity methodologies. By exploring the degree to which different parts of the brain are interconnected, these studies have pursued new directions towards a more complex and comprehensive picture of emotion development.

Overall, this review aims to identify what is known about differences at the neural level in basic emotion processing between adolescents and both children and adults. To this end, we did not review studies that focused primarily on complex social emotions (e.g., self-consciousness, [@bib0355]) or adolescents who were experiencing psychopathology (e.g., mood disorders). Such topics have been the subject of several excellent reviews (e.g., [@bib0030], [@bib0215], [@bib0265]) but are beyond the scope of the present review. In contrast, here we hope to develop a clearer picture of basic emotion processing with the perspective that these basic processes are fundamental building blocks underlying more complex emotional experiences ([@bib0305], [@bib0365]).

2. Selection of studies {#sec0030}
=======================

Studies included in the present review met the following criteria: (1) included at least one fMRI paradigm; (2) fMRI paradigms evaluated emotional reactivity and/or emotion regulation of basic emotions, including at least one negative emotion; (3) analyses of functional imaging data included contrasts that quantified neural activation during negative emotions relative to other conditions (e.g., rest, fixation, neutral); and (4) results included either (a) between-group comparisons between children and/or adults and adolescents or (b) associations between fMRI data and chronological age in a sample incorporating adolescent participants.

Studies were identified from searches of the literature through December 2015 using *PsycINFO*, *Google Scholar* and *PubMed* using the following terms: "adolescence," "adolescent," "development," "MRI," "fMRI," "neuroimaging", "functional neuroimaging " "emotion," "emotion regulation," and "emotional reactivity." We also examined those studies included in the reference lists of other studies gathered using the above methods. A summary of the search process for the reviewed articles is presented in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2Flowchart of study selection for the systematic review.Fig. 2

2.1. Experimental paradigms {#sec0035}
---------------------------

In order to understand how studies differed in their measurement of emotion, analyses were broken into four distinct categories based on the model proposed by [@bib0160] as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}. The first category, *Emotional Reactivity* (hereafter referred to as "reactivity"), involved passive viewing of emotional faces without any specific direction with regards to the amount of attention that should be given to the emotion displayed. In the second category, *Emotion Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Concentration* (hereafter referred to as "concentration"), participants also viewed emotional faces, but were specifically instructed to attend to the emotions displayed on the faces. Concentration studies included studies where participants were asked to specifically rate the magnitude of an emotion displayed on a face or the magnitude of an emotion they themselves were experiencing as well as studies where participants were only asked to monitor for the presence of a particular emotion (e.g., neutral) and respond with a button press or label an emotional face. This category also included studies where participants were shown images and asked to identify what emotion they were feeling when viewing the image. The third category was *Emotion Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Distraction* (hereafter referred to as "distraction"). In these paradigms participants were instructed to attend to something other than the emotion displayed on a face (e.g., gender, age, nose width). Studies where participants viewed masked emotional faces that diminished their conscious awareness of the emotion were also included in this category. Finally, in the fourth category, *Emotion Regulation: Cognitive Change* (hereafter referred to as "cognitive change"), participants were taught strategies to cognitively and consciously change their reactions to emotional stimuli (e.g., by thinking that the presented situation will improve with time). It should be noted that many studies included conditions in multiple categories (e.g., a passive viewing condition and a gender classifying condition). Therefore, analyses within the reviewed studies are reported separately with consideration for the emotional processes that they elicit.

There were few comparable analyses of positive stimuli reported across the reviewed studies. Therefore, to facilitate comparisons, only analyses that focused on negative emotions (anger, sadness, fear, and disgust) are discussed in the summary of findings. Additionally, only one study ([@bib0315]) included a condition where participants were asked to use cognitive strategies to actively *increase* a negative emotion, so this analysis is also not included in the discussion of results.

2.2. Cohort and analysis approach {#sec0040}
---------------------------------

For classification purposes, cohort age groups were classified as follows: participants under the age of 11 were considered to be children, participants between the ages of 11 and 19 were considered to be adolescents, and participants ages 20 and older were considered to be adults. Definitions of adolescence vary widely and, particularly for studies that employ between-group analyses, having a large age range within an "adolescent" sample can introduce a problematic amount of variability. However, the above age delineation allowed for the inclusion of the greatest number of studies. This range is also theoretically consistent with research indicating that pubertal onset occurs as early as 11 years of age in approximately 40% of youth, making this a reasonable boundary for the transition from childhood to adolescence ([@bib0405], [@bib0410]). Several studies did not report the age ranges for participants. In these cases, the range was assumed to be +/− 1.5 SD from the reported mean age for classification purposes.

Studies in this review employed several methods for identifying relationships between neural activity and chronological age---between-group, linear, and non-linear analyses. Several studies analyzed relationships with age using multiple approaches (e.g., between-group and linear); for those studies, both analyses are reported. Due to the small number of studies that used a non-linear approach and the complexity of these results, non-linear analyses are discussed separately. Similarly, a small group of studies related connectivity between several brain regions to age and these findings are also discussed separately.

2.3. Brain region of interest delineation {#sec0045}
-----------------------------------------

To synthesize findings across studies, we primarily focus on brain regions that have most frequently been linked in previous literature with emotion processing in adolescents and adults---the amygdala, the medial prefrontal cortex/anterior cingulate cortex (mPFC/ACC), and the lateral prefrontal cortex (lPFC). For purposes of classifying results reported within the different studies, findings that were reported to be in the orbitofrontal cortex, ventromedial prefrontal cortex, medial frontal gyrus, medial portion of the superior frontal gyrus, and anterior cingulate cortex were included under the mPFC/ACC findings. Results reported as being within the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus, lateral portion of the superior frontal gyrus, and middle frontal gyrus were included under the lPFC findings.

3. Findings of emotion processing fMRI studies in adolescence {#sec0050}
=============================================================

Twenty-four studies met the inclusion criteria for this review and are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}. Their sample sizes ranged from 16 to 242. All studies in this review included adolescents, but other participants ranged in age from as young as 4 years ([@bib0135]) to as old as 79 years ([@bib0445]). Of the 24 studies, nine included an emotional reactivity paradigm, nine studies employed an emotion regulation paradigm using concentration as an attentional deployment strategy, nine studies included an emotion regulation paradigm using distraction as an attentional deployment strategy, and three studies required participants to actively engage in emotion regulation using a cognitive change strategy. Several studies included conditions from multiple categories. Specifically, all three cognitive change studies also included an emotional reactivity condition, one distraction study also included an emotional reactivity condition, and a second distraction study included a concentration condition.Table 1Summary of study characteristics.Table 1ArticleTaskA priori ROIs/Whole BrainAge & Gender AnalysesOutcome variablesContrast(s)Age Analysis Results in Key ROIs1. [@bib0105]\
N = 40\
Ages: 8--59 (M = 24)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Distraction\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Disgust, fearful, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Identify gender of each face shown−Whole brain−Linear\
−Males Only−BOLD signal\
−Behavioral: RT and accuracy−Fear \> Neutral\
−Disgust \> Neutral−Amygdala: ns\
−mPFC/ACC: ↓~L↑R~\
−lPFC: ↓~R~\
−Amygdala: ns\
−mPFC/ACC: ↓~B~\
−lPFC: ↓~R~2. [@bib0135]\
N = 45\
Ages: 4.0--22.3\
(M = 13.2)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deploymen---Concentration\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Fearful, happy, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−View fearful and neutral faces, press button for neutral faces\
−View happy and neutral faces, press button for neutral faces−Whole brain\
−Amygdala−Between-group\
−Linear\
−No gender analyses−BOLD signal\
−PPI Connectivity\
−SCARED anxiety measure\
−Behavioral: RT and emotion rating accuracy−Fear \> fixation−Amygdala: ↓~R~\
−mPFC/ACC: ns\
−lPFC: ns3. [@bib0165]\
Adults (n = 30):\
Ages: 21--40\
(M = 31.1)\
Children/Adolescents (n = 31):\
Ages 9--17 (M = 14.2)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Reactivity\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Angry, fearful, happy, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−View each neutral face\
−View each emotional face−ACC\
−Amygdala\
−Fusiform gyrus\
−Hippocampus\
−OFC−Between-group\
−Linear\
−Quadratic\
−Cubic\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD signal\
−Functional connectivity\
−Behavioral: RT and ratings\
−Eye tracking: total time looking at eye, nose, and mouth regions−Fear \> Neutral\
(Between-Group \| Linear)−Amygdala: ↓~B~ \| ns\
−mPFC/ACC: ns \| N/A\
−lPFC: N/A \| N/A4. [@bib0175]\
Adults (n = 24):\
Ages 19--32\
(M = 23.9)\
Adolescents (n = 24):\
Ages 13--18\
(M = 16.0)\
Children (n = 12):\
Ages 7--12 (M = 9.1)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Concentration\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Calm, fearful, happy\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Press button for one emotion, don't press for other emotions (affective go-nogo)−Whole brain−Between-group\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD Signal\
−Functional connectivity\
−Behavioral: RT\
correlation between BOLD and RT−All Emotions \> rest\
(Children vs. Adolescents)\
−All Emotions \> rest\
(Adolescents vs. Adults)−Amygdala: ↑~B~\
−mPFC/ACC: ns\
−lPFC: ns\
−Amygdala: ↓~B~\
−mPFC/ACC: ns\
−lPFC: ns5. [@bib0210]\
N = 19\
Ages 9--17:\
(M  = 13.5)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment ---Concentration\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Fearful\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Passive viewing of nonsense images\
−Label fearful faces−Amygdala\
−dlPFC−Linear\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD signal\
−Differences in activation between amygdala and dlPFC−Fear \> rest−Amygdala: ↓~L~\
−mPFC/ACC: N/A\
−lPFC: *ns*6. [@bib0205]\
Adults (n = 12):\
Age M = 23.7\
(SD = 2.1)\
Children/Adolescents (n = 10):\
Ages 9--17 (M = 12.3)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Distraction\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Fearful, happy\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−View masked-face images of each emotion−Whole brain\
−Amygdala\
−Anterior\
−Cingulate gyrus−Between-group\
−No gender analyses−BOLD signal−Sadness \> fixation−Amygdala: ↓~R~\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns*\
−lPFC: *ns*7. [@bib0225]\
N = 37\
Ages 9--40:\
(M = 21.5)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Distraction\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Angry, happy, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Dot probe task−Whole brain−Between-group\
−Linear\
−No gender analyses−BOLD signal\
−Behavioral: RT and attention bias−Angry Incongruent \> Angry Congruent\
(Between-Group \| Linear)−Amygdala: *ns* \| *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns* \| *ns*\
−lPFC: *ns* \| *ns*8. [@bib0230]\
Adults (n = 17):\
Ages 25--36\
(M = 30.8)\
Children/Adolescents (n = 17):\
Ages 9--17 (M = 13.1)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Concentration\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Angry, happy, fearful, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Rate how hostile the face looks−ACC\
−Amygdala\
−OFC−Between-group\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD signal\
−Behavioral: hostility of face ratings−Anger \> Neutral\
−Anger \> Fear−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns*\
−lPFC: *ns*\
−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns*\
−lPFC: *ns*9. [@bib0235]\
N = 38\
Ages: 10--22\
(M = 16.5)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Reactivity\
−Regulation: Cognitive Change\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Negative, Neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Look at neutral image\
−Look at negative image---Actively decrease negative feelings by thinking (a) it is not real; (b) things will get better over time or; (c) things are not as bad as they appear−Whole brain−Linear\
−Quadratic\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD Signal\
−Behavioral: affect ratings−Look Negative \> Look Neutral\
−Decrease Negative \> Look Negative−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↑~L~\
−lPFC: *ns*\
−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns*\
−lPFC: ↑~L~10. [@bib0245]\
Adults (n = 17):\
Ages 25--36\
(M = 30.8)\
Children/Adolescents (n = 17):\
Ages 9--17 (M = 13.1)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Reactivity\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Distraction\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Angry, happy, fearful, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Passive viewing\
−Rate width of nose\
−Rate how afraid you feel−ACC\
−Amygdala\
−OFC−Between-group\
−No gender analyses−BOLD signal\
−Behavioral: RT, reported fear to image, and width of nose ratings−Passive Fear \> Passive Neutral\
−Direct Fear \> Indirect Fear\
−Indirect Fear \> Indirect Neutral\
−Direct Anger \> Indirect Anger−Amygdala: ↓~R~\
−mPFC/ACC: ↓~B~\
−lPFC: N/A\
−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↑~R~\
−lPFC: N/A\
−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↓~R~\
−lPFC: N/A\
−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↓~B~\
−lPFC: N/A11. [@bib0260]\
Adults (n = 20):\
Ages 25--35\
(M = 30.8)\
Children/Adolescents (n = 23):\
Ages 9--17 (M = 13.1)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Distraction\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Angry, happy, fearful, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Passive viewing\
−Rate width of nose\
−Rate how afraid you feel\
−Rate how hostile the face looks−Whole brain\
−ACC\
−Amygdala\
−Hippocampus (anterior and posterior)\
−OFC−Between-group\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD signal\
−Behavioral: Post-scan memory test accuracy−Fear Correct \> Fear Incorrect\
−Anger Correct \> Anger Incorrect−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns*\
−lPFC: ↓~R~\
−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↓~B~\
−lPFC: *ns*12. [@bib0280]\
N = 52\
Ages 7--12\
(M = 10.32)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Distraction\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Angry, fearful, happy, sad, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Identify gender of each face shown\
\*Task administered following negative mood induction-Whole brain\
-Amygdala−Linear\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD signal\
−CDI-self depression scores\
−CDI-parent depression scores\
−Children's Emotion Management Scale for Sadness−Anger \> fixation\
−Fear \> fixation\
−Sadness \> fixation−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns*\
−lPFC: *ns*\
−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↓~L~\
−lPFC: *ns*\
−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns*\
−lPFC: *ns*13. [@bib0290]\
Adults (n = 10):\
Ages: M = 30\
(SD = 6)\
Adolescents (n = 10):\
Ages: M = 14\
(SD = 2)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Concentration\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Distraction\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Angry, happy\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Judge age of each person\
−Judge emotion of each person-Whole brain\
-ACC\
-Amygdala\
-Caudate\
-dlPFC\
-IPL\
-Middle temp. gyrus\
-Parahipp. gyrus\
-Precuneus\
-Post. cingulate gyrus\
-vlPFC−Between-group\
−Linear\
−No gender analyses−BOLD signal\
−Behavioral: RT and accuracy\
−Correlations between BOLD and RT and accuracy−All Emotions Direct \> fixation (Between-Group \| Linear)\
−All Emotions Indirect \> All Emotions Direct (Between-Group \| Linear)\
−All Emotions Indirect \> fixation (Between-Group \| Linear)−Amygdala: *ns* \| *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↑~B~ \| *ns*\
−lPFC: *ns* \| *ns*\
−Amygdala: *ns* \| *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↓~B~*\| ns*\
−lPFC: ↓~R~ \| ns\
−Amygdala: ↓~R~*\| ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ~↓R~*\| ns*\
−lPFC: ↓~R~↑~R~ \| *ns*14. [@bib0305]\
N = 38\
Longitudinal\
T1: M = 10.0\
(SD = 0.6)\
T2: M = 13.0\
(SD = 0.7)\
Mean lag = 36 months[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Reactivity\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Angry, fearful, happy, sad, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−View each neutral face\
−View each emotional face−Whole brain\
−Amygdala\
−vmPFC\
−Ventral striatum−Longitudinal changes\
−No gender analyses−BOLD signal\
−PPI connectivity−All Emotions, Longitudinal Change\
−Sad, Longitudinal Change\
−Anger, Longitudinal Change\
−Fear, Longitudinal Change−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↑~L~\
−lPFC: *ns*\
−Amygdala: ↑~R~\
−mPFC/ACC: ↑~B~\
−lPFC: *ns*\
−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns*\
−lPFC: *ns*\
−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↑~B~\
−lPFC: *ns*15. [@bib0310]\
Adults (n = 10):\
Ages: 25--38\
(M = 28.5)\
Adolescents (n = 10):\
Ages: 12--16\
(M = 13.9)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Distraction\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Fearful, happy\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−View masked-face images of each emotion−Whole brain\
−Amygdala−Between-group\
−No gender analyses−BOLD signal\
−Grey matter volume−Indirect Fear \> fixation\
−Indirect Fear \> Indirect Happy−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns*\
−lPFC: *ns*\
−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns*\
−lPFC: *ns*16. [@bib0315]\
N = 15\
Ages: 7--17\
(M = 13.0)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Reactivity\
−Regulation: Cognitive Change\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Disgust, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Look at gross image\
−Actively enhance grossness\
(e.g., "pretend it's right in front of you")\
−Actively decrease grossness (e.g., "pretend it's fake")−Whole brain\
−Amygdala\
−Insula−Linear\
−No gender analyses−BOLD signal\
−Disgust ratings−Look Disgust \> Look Neutral\
−Decrease Disgust \> Look Disgust−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↓~B~\
−lPFC: *ns*\
−Amygdala: ~↓R~\
−mPFC/ACC: ↓~B~\
−lPFC: ↓~R~17. [@bib0325]\
N = 27\
Ages: 11.6--17.3\
(M = 14.5)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Reactivity\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Fearful, happy, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−View dynamic mosaics of scrambled face stimuli\
−View face stimuli transitioning between fearful and happy images−Whole brain−Linear\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD Signal\
−Post-scan recognition of dynamic and static expressions−Fear \> Happy−Amygdala: ns\
−mPFC/ACC: ns\
−lPFC: ns18. [@bib0350]\
N = 56\
Ages 10.5--22.9\
(M = 16.5)[Paradigm]{.ul}\
−Reactivity\
−Regulation: Cognitive Change\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Negative, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−"Close": Imagine standing close to scene and focus on emotional details\
−"Far": Imagine standing far away from scene and focus on factual details\
−Passively view images previously in "far condition"-Whole brain\
-Amygdala−Linear\
−No gender analyses−BOLD signal\
−PPI connectivity\
−Behavioral: self-reported negative affect−Negative \> Neutral\
−Negative "Far"  \> Negative "Close"−Amygdala: ns\
−mPFC/ACC: N/A\
−lPFC: N/A\
−Amygdala: ↓~B~\
−mPFC/ACC: ns\
−lPFC: ns19. [@bib0385]\
Adults (n = 6):\
Ages: M = 24\
(SD = 6.6)\
Children/Adolescents (n = 12):\
Ages: M = 11\
(SD = 2.4)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Reactivity\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Fearful, happy, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−View each neutral face\
−View each emotional face−Amygdala−Between-group\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD signal−Fear \> Neutral−Amygdala: ↑~L~\
−mPFC/ACC: N/A\
−lPFC: N/A20. [@bib0395]\
N = 144\
Longitudinal\
T1: M = 14.8\
(SD = 0.35)\
T2: M = 16.6\
(SD = 0.36)\
Mean lag = 24.1 months[Paradigm]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Distraction\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Negative, neutral, positive\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Compare if two target images are equal−Whole brain\
−Amygdala−Between-group\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD signal\
−PPI Connectivity\
−Behavioral: RT and accuracy−Emotion x Age (age group main effect)−Amygdala: ns\
−mPFC/ACC: ↑~R~\
−lPFC: ↑~B~21. [@bib0400]\
N = 60\
Ages 10--24\
(M = 16.7)[Paradigm]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment − Concentration\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Negative, neutral, positive\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Choose emotional valence of picture (negative, neutral, or positive)−Amygdala\
−Hippocampus\
−Ventral striatum\
−vlPFC\
−Medial orbitofrontal cortex−Linear\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD signal\
−PPI Connectivity\
−Behavioral: match of participant valence ratings to standard ratings−Negative \> Neutral−Amygdala: ↓~R~\
−mPFC/ACC: *ns*\
−lPFC: *ns*22. [@bib0440]\
Adults (n = 23):\
Ages: M = 29.3\
(SD = 7.5)\
Children/Adolescents (n = 21):\
Ages: M = 14.9\
(SD = 2.4)[Paradigm]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment − Concentration\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Angry, fearful, happy (50%, 75%, and 100% intensity), and neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Label emotion on each face−Whole brain\
−Amygdala−Between-group\
−Linear\
−Quadratic\*\
−Cubic\*\
\*Assoc. with stimulus intensity\
−No gender analyses−BOLD signal\
−Behavioral: Accuracy−Emotion × Age (age group main effect)−Amygdala: *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↓~B~↑~R~\
−lPFC: ↓~B~↑~L~23. [@bib0445]\
N = 242\
Ages: 12--79\
(M = 34.8)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Reactivity\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Fearful, happy, neutral\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−View each neutral face\
−View each emotional face−Amygdala\
−Basal ganglia\
−mPFC−Between-group\
−Linear\
−No gender analyses−BOLD signal\
−ERP\
−Gray matter volume−Fear \> Neutral\
(Between-Group \| Linear)−Amygdala: ↑~L~ \| *ns*\
−mPFC/ACC: ↑~B~ \| ↑~B~\
−lPFC: N/A \| N/A24. [@bib0450]\
N = 16\
Ages 8--15 (M = 11.6)[Paradigms]{.ul}\
−Regulation: Attentional Deployment Concentration\
[Emotions]{.ul}\
Fearful, happy\
[Conditions]{.ul}\
−Attend to emotion on each face−Amygdala\
−Multiple medial and lateral prefrontal regions−Linear\
−Gender differences tested−BOLD signal−Fear \> fixation−Amygdala: ns\
−mPFC/ACC: ↑~B~\
−lPFC: ↑~B~[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5][^6][^7]

3.1. Key brain region findings {#sec0055}
------------------------------

The results from the reviewed studies are shown in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. Study results are presented by brain region, task demands, and analysis type.Table 2Summary of BOLD signal findings for negative emotion contrasts.Table 2Analysis Type and QuantityAmygdalamPFC/ACClPFC**Emotional Reactivity**Adolescent OnlyLinear (1 study, 1 analysis)~17~*ns *× 1*ns *× 1*ns *× 1Children vs. AdolescentsBetween-Group (1 study, 4 analyses)~14~↑ × 1\
*ns* x 3↑ × 3\
*ns *× 1*ns *× 4Linear (1 study, 1 analysis)~16~*ns *× 1↓ × 1**ns *× 1*Adolescents vs. AdultsBetween-Group (1 study, 1 analysis)~23~↑ × 1↑ × 1--Linear (1 study, 1 analysis)~23~*ns *× 1↑ × 1--All AgesBetween-Group (3 studies, 3 analyses)~3,10,19~↑ x 1\
↓ x 2↓ × 1\
*ns *× 1--Linear (3 studies, 3 analyses)~3,9,18~*ns *× 3↓ x 1*ns *× 1**Emotion Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Concentration**Children vs. AdolescentsBetween-Group (1 study, 1 analysis)~4~↑ × 1\
↓ × 1*ns *× 1*ns *× 1Linear (2 studies, 2 analyses)~5,24~*ns* x 1↑ x 1↑ x 1\
*ns* x 1Adolescents vs. AdultsBetween-Group (2 studies, 2 analyses)~4,13~↓ x 1\
*ns* x 1↑ x 1\
*ns* x 1*ns* x 2Linear (1 study, 1 analysis)~13~*ns* x 1*ns* x 1*ns* x 1All AgesBetween-Group (2 studies, 3 analyses)~8,22~*ns* x 3↑ x 1\
↓ x 1↑ x 1\
↓ x 1Linear (2 studies, 2 analyses)~2,21~↓ x 2*ns* x 2\
*ns* x 2*ns* x 2\
*ns* x 2**Emotion Regulation: Attentional Deployment---Distractio**nAdolescent OnlyBetween-Group (1 study, 1 analysis)~20~*ns* x 1↑ x 1↑ x 1Children vs. AdolescentsLinear (1 study, 3 analyses)~12~*ns* x 3↓ x 1\
*ns* x 2*ns* x 3Adolescents vs. AdultsBetween-Group (2 studies, 4 analyses)~13,15~↓ x 1\
*ns* x 3↓ x 2\
*ns* x 2↑ x 1\
↓ x 2\
*ns* x 2Linear (1 study, 2 analyses)~13~*ns* x 2*ns* x 2*ns* x 2All AgesBetween-Group (4 studies, 7 analyses)~6,7,10,11~↓ x 1\
*ns* x 6↑ x 2\
↓ x 2\
*ns* x 3↓ x 1\
*ns* x 3Linear (2 studies, 3 analyses)~1,7~*ns* x 3↑ x 1\
↓ x 2\
ns x 1↓ x 2\
*ns* x 1**Emotion Regulation: Cognitive Change**Children vs. AdolescentsLinear (1 study, 1 analysis)~16~↓ x 1↓ x 1↓ x 1All AgesLinear (2 studies, 2 analyses)~9,18~↓ x 1\
*ns* x 1*ns* x 2↑ x 1\
*ns* x 1[^8][^9][^10][^11]

### 3.1.1. Emotional reactivity {#sec0060}

Studies employing emotional reactivity tasks produced variable results and no consistent patterns were found within any of the key brain regions for this type of paradigm. Variability within reactivity paradigms may be due to the fact that participants are not given instructions during these tasks, but rather are asked to respond organically or passively view images, which may introduce more variability in participant responses and, subsequently, study findings.

### 3.1.2. Emotion regulation---concentration {#sec0065}

Concentration paradigms produced the most consistent findings and generally supported linear (adolescent nonspecific) decreases in amygdala activation and increases in mPFC/ACC activation across development. Only two studies within this category found significant age associations within the lPFC and results were variable.

### 3.1.3. Emotion regulation---distraction {#sec0070}

Distraction studies found highly variable results within the amygdala and mPFC/ACC. This variability of results may be attributable to the diversity of paradigms that were included within this category (e.g., tasks where participants were asked to attend to physical characteristics of the emotional faces and tasks where participants saw emotional faces masked by abstract designs). Interestingly, distraction studies generally reported negative associations between lPFC activation and age. This finding could indicate that adolescents engage brain regions linked with cognitive control more robustly than adults when there is explicit instruction to modulate their attention with respect to emotional stimuli.

### 3.1.4. Emotion regulation---cognitive change {#sec0075}

Only three studies utilized a cognitive change paradigm. Given the small number of studies within this category, no age association patterns were evident within any of the key brain regions.

Overall, findings point to highly variable results within the reviewed studies. This variability, which occurred even within task categories, highlights the need to develop more uniform and theoretically-driven experimental manipulations to enable researchers to examine how different components of emotion processing mature across the adolescent period. The variable findings also point to the need for more complex analytic approaches that can better approximate the trajectories of change that have been proposed theoretically in the literature.

3.2. Additional brain regions {#sec0080}
-----------------------------

Beyond the three above brain regions that were the focus of many studies reviewed, age related associations were frequently reported in several additional brain areas. Activation in several regions of the basal ganglia, which are thought to be involved in the processing of rewards and salient information ([@bib0185], [@bib0270]), generally increased with age. These changes were found both from childhood to adolescence ([@bib0305]) and across the lifespan ([@bib0290], [@bib0445]), which is consistent with adolescent nonspecific increases in the salience and value of emotional stimuli. Decreases with age were identified in the insula ([@bib0105], [@bib0315]), which has been linked to feelings of disgust ([@bib0430]), as well as visceral emotional experiences ([@bib0005]), which could indicate enhanced visceral responses to emotional information during adolescence relative to adulthood. Notably, one study also reported greater insula activation for 16-year-olds than 14-year-olds while averting attention away from negative stimuli ([@bib0395]). Decreased activation during adolescence was also observed in the fusiform gyrus ([@bib0105], [@bib0165], [@bib0290], [@bib0440]), the primary region of the brain associated with face processing. This is consistent with research indicating that expertise at decoding facial emotions continues to develop through adulthood ([@bib0390]). Finally, regions associated with memory, including the middle temporal gyrus and parahippocampal gyrus ([@bib0360]), were found to have positive associations with age in some studies and negative associations in other studies with similar emotional demands. These findings may indicate that links between emotional stimuli and memory processes may be changing across development, but that the nature of this change is non-linear or more nuanced (e.g., varying by task demands).

3.3. Non-Linear analyses {#sec0085}
------------------------

Only three of the studies reviewed directly tested for non-linear relationships between neural activation and age in addition to between-group or linear analyses. [@bib0165] reported no significant non-linear associations. However, analyses in this study were restricted to the amygdala, fusiform gyrus, hippocampus, ACC, and orbitofrontal cortex. In contrast, [@bib0235] found multiple significant quadratic associations between neural activation and age. During an emotional reactivity condition, significant non-linear associations with age were identified in the subgyral region, middle frontal gyrus, postcentral gyrus, cingulate gyrus, insula, parahippocampal gyrus, superior parietal lobule, superior temporal gyrus, and several regions of the cerebellum. Non-linear association with age were also identified during an emotion regulation condition in multiple regions of the medial and lateral prefrontal cortex as well as the ACC, caudate, thalamus, angular gyrus, lingual gyrus, fusiform gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, superior temporal gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, and several regions of the cerebellum. Finally, [@bib0440] found quadratic interactions between emotion displayed (fearful, happy, angry), intensity of the emotion displayed (0%, 50%, 75%, 100%), and age group (adolescent vs. adult) in the superior temporal sulcus, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, and middle temporal gyrus. Given the variable nature of these results, it is clear that more research utilizing non-linear analytic approaches is needed to identify the developmental trajectories of change in these complex systems.

3.4. Pubertal timing {#sec0090}
--------------------

Three studies examined pubertal stage (measured by parent report of physical development; [@bib0375]) as a predictor of neural indicators of emotion processing. One study found differences in activation in the lingual and fusiform gyri, cuneus, and middle and inferior occipital gyri between prepubertal and late pubertal participants ([@bib0280]). The second study examined associations between amygdala activation and pubertal stage, but did not report any significant results ([@bib0385]). A third study ([@bib0395]) did not find any associations between neural responses and pubertal stage. Despite these null findings, other studies outside the scope of this review have found links between pubertal hormones and structural brain development (e.g., [@bib0145]) as well as between hormone levels and connectivity across brain regions such as the amygdala and lateral prefrontal cortex ([@bib0335]; for a review, see [@bib0215]). Associations between pubertal timing and functional brain activation have also been identified. Most notably, one study ([@bib0250]) that included the same longitudinal participants as [@bib0305] found significant associations between pubertal development (as measured by parent report of physical development) and neural responses that varied between 10 and 13 years of age. Specifically, pubertal development was associated with responses to emotional stimuli in the amygdala, thalamus, and visual cortex at age 10 as well as the temporal pole and both the lateral and medial prefrontal cortices at age 13. These findings are particularly important because studies of development across adolescence have found differential impacts of pubertal development versus chronological age in terms of key functional outcomes such as social abilities and anxiety ([@bib0040]). These findings underscore the importance of considering developmental trajectories of emotion processing systems in terms of hormonal maturation, not just chronological age.

3.5. Gender effects {#sec0095}
-------------------

Twelve of the reviewed studies examined gender in conjunction with age analyses and yielded particularly varied results. For example, one study reported that age associations were found bilaterally in the prefrontal cortex for females, but only in the right hemisphere for males ([@bib0450]). Another study found significant associations between prefrontal activation and age for males, but not females ([@bib0210]). A third study reported an interaction between age and gender when predicting neural activation in the orbitofrontal cortex and amygdala ([@bib0230]), indicating that adolescent boys and girls had neural activation patterns that were relatively similar to each other whereas adult men and women differed significantly in their neural responses. Finally, one study reported that age-related amygdala activation results were primarily driven by female participants ([@bib0210]).

Neuroimaging studies have indicated that the patterns of structural development differ significantly between males and females ([@bib0100], [@bib0115]). Neural responses to emotional stimuli have also been found to differ between male and female adolescents in a large cross-sectional study ([@bib0340]). Given the significant structural differences in brain development that are known to exist during adolescence and functional differences that have emerged cross-sectionally, it is surprising that no consistent gender effects emerged in the studies reviewed. Future studies should continue to test for gender differences, but include larger cohorts and test for interactions between gender and pubertal timing. Attention is also needed to gender differences in the context of differential demands of emotion processing paradigms (e.g., reactivity versus cognitive change), as males and females may develop and utilize emotion regulation strategies differently across adolescence.

3.6. Connectivity analyses {#sec0100}
--------------------------

Eight studies examined functional connectivity between the amygdala and other brain regions. Functional connectivity was found to increase with age between the amygdala and the hippocampus ([@bib0165]), ventral striatum ([@bib0305]), precuneus ([@bib0395]), posterior cingulate cortex ([@bib0395]), and medial ([@bib0135], [@bib0400]) and lateral ([@bib0350], [@bib0400]) prefrontal cortices. One study, although not statistically testing connectivity between neural regions, indicated inverse coupling between the amygdala and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), finding increasing difference between dlPFC and amygdala activation with age ([@bib0210]). Finally, another study reported no associations between prefrontal-amygdala connectivity and age, but reported a complex interaction between age, self-reported anxiety, trial, and emotion that significantly predicted functional connectivity ([@bib0175]). These significant connectivity findings are consistent with research indicating that white matter tracts, the communication architecture between regions of the brain, develop significantly during adolescence, particularly between the amygdala and prefrontal cortex ([@bib0370]). This increase in connectivity is one likely explanation for the observed decreases in emotionally-dysregulated behavior across development − as the cross-talk between brain regions interpreting emotional information and those regulating appropriate responses improves, adolescents will be able to respond to emotional challenges in a more adaptive manner.

In a review of adolescent neuroimaging literature, [@bib0300] noted lack of connectivity analyses as an important shortcoming of much of the neuroimaging research on adolescent functioning. They argued that the current focus on differences in magnitude of neural activation has overshadowed an understanding of how regions of the brain communicate across development, yielding an overly simplistic picture of the adolescent brain. Given the largely consistent increases in connectivity between the amygdala and other prefrontal brain regions reported in the studies reviewed here, continuing to examine changes in connectivity is an important direction for future research.

4. Expanding directions for adolescent emotion processing research {#sec0105}
==================================================================

Our systematic review of emotion processing at the neural level during adolescence indicated that more studies, using consistent and theoretically driven methodologies and analytic approaches, are needed to develop a clear picture of emotional changes during this important developmental period. Our review showed variable support for linear and non-linear developmental trajectories within key emotion processing structures as well as more consistently reported increases in connectivity between these structures across the lifespan. This observed variability highlights the need for further characterization of these processes during adolescence with particular attention to task demands, linear and non-linear age trajectories, neural connectivity, pubertal timing and hormone levels, and gender differences. Beyond these basic characterizations, several additional directions warrant exploration in future research to develop a more robust and ecologically-valid depiction of adolescent emotion and the links between emotional processes and key functional outcomes during this unique developmental period.

4.1. Naturalistic emotion processing {#sec0110}
------------------------------------

One key issue for the future of research on adolescent emotion processing is improving the ecological validity of experimental paradigms. In day-to-day interactions, adolescents do not experience distinct emotion processes in isolation or in a discrete trial-by-trial fashion. Rather, emotion processing, particularly the regulation of emotion, is an ongoing iterative process that occurs with feedback from one's environment ([@bib0160]) and requires flexible use of multiple regulation strategies ([@bib0035]). In contrast, functional neuroimaging paradigms of emotional reactivity and emotion regulation require participants to respond to discrete trials of different emotional stimuli---an experience that is substantially removed from authentic emotion processing. A key future direction for the study of emotional development in adolescence is to create novel neuroimaging tasks that are theory-driven and more closely approximate the ongoing, flexible, and interactive nature of emotion processing.

Another concern with respect to experimental validity of the reviewed studies is that, with the exception of studies employing cognitive change paradigms, one distraction paradigm, and one concentration paradigm, all of the studies examined emotion processing by showing faces of adults who were expressing emotions. This approach holds two problems for understanding emotion processing in adolescence. First, adolescents may have a distinct neural response to the faces of adults relative to the faces of same-age peers who comprise their primary social environment (e.g., [@bib0330]). Given the recent surge of studies focusing on social cognition and peer interactions during adolescence ([@bib0030], [@bib0090]), developing an understanding of emotional reactivity and regulation as elicited with age-appropriate stimuli (e.g., [@bib0075]) is essential. Furthermore, neural responses may differ to same-gender versus opposite-gender faces at certain points in development ([@bib0380]), which may additionally complicate study findings. Second, there has been little attention paid in the emotion processing literature, particularly in the study of adolescence, to creating distinctions between emotions that are *perceived* versus *experienced*. For example, a condition where sad faces are displayed might be referred to as "sad" and treated as though participants are simply observing the sad face and thus exhibiting neural patterns linked with perception of sadness. However, in addition to processing the emotion displayed (sadness), participants may also be concurrently experiencing a reactive emotional response to the stimulus, such as concern or compassion and little attention has been paid to disentangling these processes. Granted, it could be argued that the overlapping neural patterns of activation elicited by different basic emotions ([@bib0420]) makes this distinction less essential. However, as technology improves and more nuanced neurological distinctions can be made, the idea that multiple distinct emotions may be concurrently *perceived* and *elicited* should be considered in the interpretation of neuroimaging results from such studies.

4.2. Beyond basic emotion {#sec0115}
-------------------------

In this review, we focus on characterizing the nature of basic emotion processes during adolescence. Within the functional neuroimaging literature, research on social emotions, peer interactions, reward sensitivity, risk-taking, and mental illness have largely taken the forefront. However, we argue that developing a solid understanding of basic emotion is essential as emotion processing underlies all adolescent social experiences ([@bib0285], [@bib0305], [@bib0365]). The dysregulation of emotion in adolescence also is closely linked to adverse outcomes, particularly in terms of mental health ([@bib0345], [@bib0425]). Thus, pursuing a symbiotic relationship between the investigation of basic emotional processes, social interactions, and mental health is essential for the advancement of the broader field of adolescent development.

4.3. Theoretical versus analytic approaches {#sec0120}
-------------------------------------------

One challenge that is clearly highlighted within the reviewed studies is the mismatch between the hypothesized trajectories of developmental change in the neural networks subserving emotion regulation ([@bib0070]) and how developmental changes are actually being tested experimentally. [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison of the change models hypothesized (a) and those primarily tested in the different studies reviewed (b). As shown, the tested models are restricted to between-group (b.1) and linear (b.2) age analyses which limit the ability to find support for developmental trajectories other than adolescent nonspecific changes. Fortunately, a small number of studies have begun to directly test more complex non-linear patterns, which will facilitate future experimental support for the complex developmental changes trajectories that have been hypothesized.Fig. 3Depiction of theorized versus empirically-tested models of developmental change.Fig. 3

4.4. Integrating multiple methodologies {#sec0125}
---------------------------------------

In the past two decades, functional neuroimaging (particularly fMRI) has allowed researchers to gain more insight into the internal processes of adolescents than was ever previously possible. However fMRI as a methodology, when used in isolation, has several limitations. In particular, interpretations of statistically significant changes in the blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal suffer from the reverse inference problem---observed changes in activation during a specific process are often taken to mean that the brain region activated is *responsible* for that process in the brain (e.g., a "social emotion center"; [@bib0320]). Concerns also have emerged about the stability of neural responses over time. For instance, amygdala responses measured on the same participants using the same paradigm several months apart have been found to vary significantly ([@bib0415]). As fMRI data analysis techniques have improved, approaches such as connectivity analysis have offered more nuanced tools for understanding the interconnected components of the brain. Approaches integrating fMRI with other technologies (e.g., simultaneous recording with EEG or ECG) may also help overcome methodological limitations such as relatively poor temporal resolution. Additionally, combined use of fMRI data and genetic analysis has revealed new insight into moderating genetic effects in emotional processes, such as interactions between genotype of the serotonin transporter gene (5-HTT), connectivity between the amygdala and prefrontal cortex, and age ([@bib0435]). Such studies indicate that imaging genetics is likely a fruitful approach to understanding complex interactional processes underlying emotional development. Finally, research utilizing a multitrait-multimethod framework ([@bib0055]) to test associations between neural findings and other measures extending beyond "the lab" (e.g., measures of real-world adaptive functioning) will be integral to increasing the ecological validity of future neuroimaging studies.

4.5. Individual differences {#sec0130}
---------------------------

There has been a general trend in the literature to treat adolescents as a singular group who experience biological changes in concert. However adolescents, just like adults and children, each carry unique risk and resilience factors. Studies on early temperament indicate long-lasting differences in emotion regulation abilities ([@bib0050]) that may persist through adolescence and impact emotion processing and behavior (e.g., behavioral inhibition; [@bib0180], [@bib0125]). Such behavioral differences may additionally be linked to differences in neural responses. For example, adolescents with greater amygdala activation have been found to report greater interpersonal anxiety ([@bib0200]) and such individual differences may obscure age group differences that might otherwise emerge if such factors are not measured and accounted for. Unfortunately, these types of individual differences are understudied in the neuroimaging literature. Furthermore, adolescents do not exist in isolation, but rather navigate multiple emotion-evoking contexts. Research is needed to not only better understand the development of emotion during adolescence, but also how emotional development and competence may vary across different social contexts (family, school, community).

5. Conclusion {#sec0135}
=============

Adolescence is a unique time. It is a period when individuals develop autonomy and distinct changes in emotion are frequently noted. Understanding these changes in emotion are essential as difficulties in emotional processes have been intimately linked to maladaptive outcomes including increased incidence of psychopathology ([@bib0130], [@bib0345]) and risky behaviors (e.g., drug use, school dropout; [@bib0010], [@bib0085]) − outcomes that have dramatic societal impact and cost. Furthermore, understanding which components of emotion regulation are more effortful or challenging during the adolescent period could lead to novel adolescent-adapted clinical interventions. Despite the importance of understanding emotional processes during this critical period, the neural correlates of these changes have not been well-characterized. Our review highlights the variable nature of the studies within this body of literature on multiple dimensions---experimental task demands, cohort characteristics, and analytic approaches. This variability likely obscured the ability to find many common results across studies. Few studies reviewed tested for relationships with puberty or gender effects and results were highly variable. However, supporting literature suggests that puberty and gender effects may impact emotion processing and further study is warranted. Overall, the studies reviewed, indicate that more complex analytic approaches are essential for developing a clear picture of emotion regulation during adolescence. In particular, testing non-linear developmental patterns ([@bib0070]) and functional connectivity ([@bib0300]) will likely produce a more comprehensive understanding of developmental changes in the emotional adolescent brain.

This research was supported in part by a NSF Graduate Research Fellowship awarded to the first author and NIH NICHD Grants R01HD046807 and R21HD072170 awarded to the last author.

[^1]: ROI = region of interest; ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; mPFC = medial prefrontal cortex; lPFC = lateral prefrontal cortex; OFC = orbitofrontal cortex; dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; IPL = inferior parietal lobule; vlPFC = ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex.

[^2]: BOLD = blood oxygen level-dependent; RT = reaction time; PPI = psychophysiological interaction; ERP = event-related potential.

[^3]: ↑: Children \< Adolescents, Adolescents \< Adults, or positive relationship with age.

[^4]: ↓: Children \> Adolescents, Adolescents \> Adults, or negative relationship with age.

[^5]: *ns*: non-significant age result.

[^6]: N/A: region not tested.

[^7]: L: left hemisphere; R: right hemisphere; B: bilateral.

[^8]: N.B. Subscript numbers denote study citations as numbered in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}.

[^9]: ↑ : Children \< Adolescents, Adolescents \< Adults, or positive relationship with age.

[^10]: ↓ : Children \> Adolescents, Adolescents \> Adults, or negative relationship with age.

[^11]: *ns*: Non-significant age result.
